[Changes in the internal organs after hemodilution under hyperbaric oxygenation].
It has been shown in experiments on dogs that following blood replacement with a plasma substitute up to 0.5-2.5 g/100 ml Hb at an oxygen pressure of 3 at. abs., the morphological changes seen in the cerebral hemispheres, heart, liver, kidneys and lungs assume an adaptation character and are rapidly reversible. Microcirculatory disorders were found to play the leading part in the genesis of cellular changes recorded. The blood analysis data revealed the relationship between the degree of hemodilution and microvascular permeability and overall shifts in energy formation. To reduce the functional tension in the organ tissue systems, it is advisable to exercise the correction of the plasma substitute composition by which the permeability of the histohematic barrier could be stabilized. The hemodilution technique may be applied under hyperbaric oxygenation both in surgery and other fields of medicine with on object of replacing donor's blood by hemodynamic plasma substitutes.